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. lt

must demonstrate the interdependency

ln all too many cases deciding what needs to
be done is the easy part of the job. Making it

withrn and between the three major components

happen is the hard part. More plans fail because

of

of management's inability to execute rather than

measuring and adapting.

management's inability to plan.
There are four basic reasons why the execution

.

planning, execution

The answer is to equate planning, execution,

the reality is that the seeds of success or failure
are sown the moment the planners sit down

revising

to the

and adapting

construction,

and

operation,

maintenance and rebuilding of a simple wagon
wheel, as shown in the diagram.

Do' (The Hub Of The Wagon Wheel)
Barrier 1: The plan did not take into account the
new environment we were operating in.

Barrier 2: The rationale behind the plan
was never incorporated into the final written
document,

3: There was no overall goal that

Barrier

Fourthly, it has been identified that there is no
specific list of barriers to execution and neither
s there a model against which each barrier can
be indexed. Essentially, if the fourth issue can be

everyone could relate to.
Barrier 4'. The plan was just a series of activities

-

there were no clear results to aim for.

Barrier 5: Those responsible for the execution

tackled successfully, it could provide solutions to

of the plan were not sufficiently involved at the

the first three as well.

planning stage.

execution were

dentified that can be divided into four categories:

those relating to planning (which totalled 13);
those relating to execution (which totalled 14);
those relating to monitoring, measuring and
adapting (which totalled six); and, lastly, those
relating to revising the plan (which totalled three).
The next step was to develop a framework that
matched this list of barriers, and that also meet
the following criteria.

. lt

Barrier 6: The planners failed to integrate the
plan with the current circumstances facing the

. lt must

separate but also demonstrate the

connection between 'this is what we are going to
do' and 'this is how we are going to do it'.

responsible for it and its completion date.
underestimated

the time required for implementation - those
charged with its implementation did not have
enough hours in the day to complete the
actions that they were responsible for by the
date indicated and do their normal jobs at the
same time.

Overcoming the above barriers is vital to the
effective execution of any plan. lt cannot be
emphasised enough that the seeds of successful

execution are sown at the planning stage. To
illustrate this, look at barrier number two, lf your
plan requires change from those responsible
for its implementation, it is imperative that you
explain and communicate the rationale behind
the changes that they will be asked to make,

organisation

Execution

Planning: 'This ls How We Are Going To Do

It' (The Rim Of The Wagon Wheel)

The six requirements for successful execution
are organisational alignment, the management
of change, leadership, teams and teamwork.

Barrier 7'. The implications of the plan were not

employee engagement and communication,

sufficiently worked through by the planners.

Barrier 8: lnsufficient time was spent planning
before moving to implementation.

must be universal in its application and

applicable to any type of organisation.

Planning: Agreeing On An Action Plan
(Preparing The Wagon Wheel For Operation)
Barrier 12'. There was no action plan that set
out the objective of each action, who was to be

Barrier 13: Management
Planning: 'This ls What We Are Going To

organisation's resources.

to

Barrier 11: There were no clear subsidiary
objectives.

monitoring, measuring

To that end, 36 barriers

Barrier lO: The planners underestimated the cost
of implementation.

lt must be simple, memorable, dynamic and

seen as two entirely separate activities whereas

in the 'how' process, which involves assessing
the plan's feasibility and its impact on all the

monitoring,

practical.

of a plan fails to live up to the expectations of the
planning team. Firstly, planning and execution are

to plan.
Secondly, planners spend a disproportionate
amount of time deciding what they are going to
do rather than dividing their time equally between
that and planning how they are going to do it.
The third reason is a consequence of the first
two, which is that too few people are involved

and

structure that management was not prepared

to make.

Planning: 'What Resources Do We Need?'
(The Metal Band Of The Wagon Wheel)
Barrier 9: The implementation of the plan
required changes in the current organisational

The order in which the first five factors are
addressed is critical as each is dependent on
the factors that precede it. The last mentioned.
communication, is akin to the central nervous
system of any organisation - if it is damagec.
paralysis is the result. Furthermore. peop e ...
usually complain about a lack of commun ca: 3more than any.thing else.
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Execution: Organisational Alignment

Execution: Employee Engagement

Banier 32: When issues are identified, action

'14: There are differing views on where the

Banier 25: The general view among employees was

before sufficient analysis has been undertaken.

:'Janisation is 'now' and this has resulted in varying

that their knowledge, feelings, needs and aspirations

:.els of commitment to the implementation of the

were being ignored by senior management.

Banier 15: Employees were each told what to do

Execution: Communication

Adapting
Barrier 33: Action plans to rectify problems are
initiated without insufficient thought given to their

Barier

:-i

is

taken

Banier 26: Communication at all levels of the

implementation.

Bamer 16: Coordination between the various

organisation was lacking.

'.lrctional groups is lacking.

Banier Z7'.Feedback from those at the coalface of

Falling victim to barrier number 32 is all too
common. Management will often, in their rush to
treat the symptom, neglect to identiry the cause.

not how their role fitted into the big picture.

the organisation was never responded to so ceased

Execution: Management Of Ghange

to be given.

For example, suppose an employee survey reveals

Bamer 17: Management adopted the attitude of 'do
1 or else', without consultation or feedback.

Monitoring, Measuring, Adapting (Maintaining

Banier 18: The rationale behind the proposed
3hanges was not sufficiently explained to those

The Wagon Wheel)

'nost affected by them.

organisation operates

Banier 19: Many employees were very anxious
about the changes they were being asked to make

and activities of its direct competitors

to maintaining the cunency of the plan. Measuring

-

Monitoring the external environment in which the

-

a lack of teamwork. The root causes of this will lie
in a lack of organisational alignment, an inability
to manage change and a lack of leadership. No
amount of abseiling and paintballing will have an

particularly the performance

impact on the problem

- is essential

within the organisation.

- the causes

lie much deeper

your progress towards achieving the milestones set

Revising: Building A New Wagon Wheel

both unreasonable and unnecessary

out in the plan also gives rise to two more baniers.

Distinguishing between 'doing the right thing' and

Banier 20: A lot of people could not see the benefit

Firstly, many organisations tend

behind the changes proposed so afterthe initial push

on quantitative measures and, secondly, they fail to
measure performance in the six execution factors.

yet they were made to feel that such anxiety was

ran out of steam, they resoded to their old ways.

to rely too

much

'doing things right' is a critical management skill.
After all,

if

you are not doing the right thing, how well

you do it is immaterial. 'Adapting' in the previous

When monitoring and measunng is done effectively,

section referred to doing things right. 'Revising'

Execution: Leadership

the plan can be adapted to take into account the

this section refers to doing the right thing

Banier 21:Leadership at the top of the organisation

findings and so it maintains its relevanceforeveryone

words, rebuilding the hub of the wagon wheel.

is largely invisible and remote from those charged

in the organisation.

-

in

in other

Banier 34: Changes in the external environment

with detailed implementation.

Banier 22: Strong leadership at the top was

Monitoring

not mirrored by good leadership at the lower
management levels - the pressure to manage things

Banier

implementation

left no time to lead people.

and undisciplined.

Execution: Teams And Teamwork

Banier 29: No one can find time to hold
meetings that everyone who should attend

28:

made the plan increasingly inelevant and so it was

Processes

for

monitoring the

of the plan are insufficient

gradually abandoned.

Banier 35: Although it was recognised that the
external environment was changing, the team
continued to focus on implementation rather than
revise the plan.

Banier 23: The organisation has embraced
the concept of teams and teamwork but their

can attend.

Barrier 36: Although it was recognised that the

Banier 30: Meetings are not as productive as they

external environment had changed and the strategy

establishment is seen as an end in itself rather than

should be.

as a means to an end.

Banier

24:

needed

to be

changed accordingly, the wrong

strategy was chosen.

Management started

a

the time comes

to

build

a new

development program but money became tight so

Measuring
Banier 31 : There is too much reliance placed on

wagon wheel because some (or all) of the major

it fizzled out.

quantitative measures.

assumptions upon which it was originally based no

team

Eventually,

longer hold true. ln many instances, management
are loathed to face up to this fact (as seen in barrier

number 35) and believe that the solution to falling
revenue is for the organisation to do better at what
it cunently does, whereas what is really needed is a

complete revision of the hub of the wagon wheel.
What has happened

is

that the wheel has turned

full circle and needs to be reinvented.

ffi

This arlicle is based on the Graham's book,

Execution to De For: The Manager's Guide To

Making lt Happen, which is available from
Amazon.com, the Australian lnstitute of
Management bookshop and from Graham's
web site www. plan storeal ity. com. au.
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